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Women & Sexuality Resources

Sexual Problems in Women
(National Library of Medicine)
medlineplus.gov/sexualproblemsinwomen.html

The National Women's Health Information Center
www.womenshealth.gov

Sexual Health
(National Library of Medicine)
medlineplus.gov/sexualhealth.html

Sexuality in Later Life
(National Institute of Aging)
https://www.nia.nih.gov/health/sexuality-later-life

Web Sites

Sexual Problems in Women
(National Library of Medicine)
medlineplus.gov/sexualproblemsinwomen.html

The National Women's Health Information Center
www.womenshealth.gov

Sexual Health
(National Library of Medicine)
medlineplus.gov/sexualhealth.html

Sexuality in Later Life
(National Institute of Aging)
https://www.nia.nih.gov/health/sexuality-later-life
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Sexuality books have call numbers from GA 100 to GA 219.


Elusive orgasm: a woman's guide to why she can't and how she can orgasm / Vivienne Cass. (2007)

For women only: a revolutionary guide to reclaiming your sex life / Jennifer Berman. (2005)

Getting the sex you want: a woman's guide to becoming proud, passionate, and pleased in bed / Sandra Leiblum. (2003)

Good vibrations guide to sex: the most complete sex manual ever written / Cathy Winks. (2002)


Reclaiming desire: 4 keys to finding your lost libido / Andrew Goldstein. (2004)

Reclaiming your sexual self: how you can bring desire back into your life / Kathryn Hall. (2004)

Sex-starved marriage: a couple's guide to boosting their marriage libido / Michele Weiner Davis. (2003)

She comes first: the thinking man's guide to pleasuring a woman / Ian Kerner. (2004)

Ultimate guide to orgasm for women / Mikaya Heart. (2011)

Ultimate guide to sex through pregnancy and motherhood: passionate, practical advice for moms / Madison Young. (2015)

DVDs